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Prioritization worksheet
Aligning with the 2020-2022 SAPA enables public and private partners to increase the 
potential of having a strong and broad impact on the most important issues facing older 
Ohioans. 

This worksheet can help your organization or community walk through a prioritization 
process to align with the SAPA. For more information and additional resources, see the 
Align section (page 15) of the 2020-2022 SAPA Implementation Toolkit.

	Step 1. Convene key partners 
For more information, see the Partner and collaborate section (page 23) of this Toolkit 
and the Partnership worksheet. 

Strategic Action Plan on Aging (SAPA) Implementation Toolkit Tool

List partners here:

	Step 2.  Review existing assessments and plans  
Make a list of the organization and/or community-level assessments and plans 
that you can consult during the prioritization process. For examples of community 
assessments, plans, and sources with local data on the health and well-being of older 
Ohioans, see the Align section (page 15) of this Toolkit.

List plans and assessments here:

https://aging.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/aging/about-us/reports-and-data/2020-2022-strategic-action-plan-on-aging-sapa
https://aging.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/aging/about-us/reports-and-data/2020-2022-strategic-action-plan-on-aging-sapa
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	Step 3.  Develop a list of potential priorities 
Make a list of potential priorities that your organization or coalition could focus 
on based on your review of existing community assessments and plans, as 
well as input from your key partners. Use an asterisk to identify those that are 
aligned with the SAPA. There are six topics and 15 issues prioritized in the SAPA as 
outlined in the figure below, providing a wide array of options with which you and 
other partners can choose to align.

Topics and issues prioritized in the SAPA

Community conditions 
Livable communities

	□Financial stability
	□Quality and affordable housing
	□Transportation access

Healthy living 
Prevention and self-management

	□Nutrition
	□Physical activity

Access to care
Services and supports

	□Health-care coverage and affordability
	□Home and community-based supports
	□Home care workforce capacity and 
caregiver supports

Social connectedness
	□Social inclusion
	□Volunteerism

Population health
	□Cognitive health
	□Cardiovascular health
	□Mental health

Preserving independence
	□Chronic pain management
	□Falls prevention

Topics

Issues

Key

List potential prioritized topics here:
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	Step 4. Develop prioritization criteria
Below are sample prioritization criteria that you could adopt or modify for your 
prioritization process. You can fill in the table below the examples with your agreed upon 
prioritization criteria and questions for key partners to consider when evaluating each 
potential priority.

Questions to consider
	y Are there measurable indicators that we can use to track progress on this 

priority at the community and/or organizational level? 
	y Can data be collected and reported frequently to detect change over time?
	y Is disaggregated data available to track progress for priority populations?

?
 ▶ Ability to track progress

 ▶ Nature of the problem

Questions to consider
	y What is the magnitude of the problem in my community and/or among 

the people that my organization serves?
	y How severe is the problem relative to others faced by older Ohioans?
	y Can a priority population(s) be identified for this issue? 
	y Is there an opportunity to advance elder justice by addressing this issue?

?

 ▶ Alignment

Questions to consider
	y Is this priority aligned with the SAPA?
	y Is this priority aligned with data from organizational and or community 

assessments on the needs of older Ohioans?
	y Is this priority aligned with my organization’s and/or community’s approach 

to advancing elder justice?

?

 ▶ Potential for impact

Questions to consider
	y Are there evidence-informed strategies for addressing this issue?
	y Would addressing this issue potentially have co-benefits for improving 

outcomes for other organizational and/or community priorities?
	y Is there momentum for addressing this issue in my organization and/or 

community?
	y Are the evidence-informed strategies for addressing this issue likely to 

reduce disparities or inequities?
	y Can strategies for addressing this issue feasibly be tailored to the needs of 

priority populations?

?

Prioritization worksheet
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Fill in your prioritization criteria and questions to consider:

Criteria Questions to consider

Prioritization worksheet
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	Step 5. Utilize prioritization tools   
Below is a list of tools and an example of a plan for narrowing the focus of an 
initiative from a large set of potential priorities to a few of the most important 
issues. Fill out the table below the example with a list of the tools that you plan 
to use and consider circulating it to key partners. This will increase transparency 
in your process and help to avoid confusion about how the priorities for your 
initiative will be selected.

Example
Prioritization tool Agency/person 

responsible
Completion date Elder justice 

Online survey to 
complete first 
round of multi-
voting process (to 
narrow the list of 
potential priorities 
to 10)

Jane Doe Within two weeks 
of generating the 
list of potential 
priorities and 
agreeing on 
prioritization 
criteria

	y Ensure 
distribution to 
members of 
potential priority 
populations
	y Ensure 

accessibility 
for people with 
disabilities

Prioritization 
matrix for key 
partners to 
prepare for a 
facilitated group 
discussion (sent by 
email)

John Doe Within two weeks 
of completing 
the online survey

	y Ensure 
distribution to 
members of 
potential priority 
populations
	y Ensure 

accessibility 
for people with 
disabilities

Facilitated group 
discussions and 
second round 
of multi-voting 
process to identify 
the top three 
priorities for the 
initiative

Consultant Two weeks after 
sending out the 
prioritization 
matrix

	y Reduce barriers 
to participation, 
such as 
transportation, 
providing 
compensation, 
and addressing 
privacy concerns
	y Provide 

additional votes 
to members of 
potential priority 
populations

Prioritization worksheet
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Fill in your prioritization tools:

Prioritization tool Agency/person 
responsible

Completion date Elder justice 

Once you have undergone a prioritization process and identified the SAPA-aligned 
issues that you will focus on, you can document your priorities in this Toolkit’s 
Alignment tracker.

Prioritization worksheet

https://aging.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/aging/about-us/reports-and-data/2020-2022-strategic-action-plan-on-aging-sapa
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